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what sort of prompts are these?

The past is a land of memories! From misty nightmares to binary

reckonings, every plot bunny is chasing a different part of yesterday in this

month-long adventure. So pull out your rose-tinted glasses, grab the

backup tapes, and come join the fun!

This eBook contains 31 prose prompts, which are one or more sentences

of story. This type of prompt is meant to invoke a setting, emotion, or plot

idea. They can be used in multiple ways and I've included examples of

those at the end of the book.

The prompts are set in a variety of genres including fantasy and science

fiction, but many are not genre-specific. If you're not familiar with my style

of prompts, please hop over to my website (www.Martha.net) and check out

the Saturday Story Prompts category.

This eBook contains a mix of Saturday Story Prompts previously posted to

the blog as well as prompts that will be posted in the future.

Prompts are not divided into categories and have been mixed to make sure

themes and genres are not clumped together. The prompts are meant to be

read in this random order to shake up your muses and get them hopping

around between wildly different ideas!
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Prompts

1. They step into the memory by accident, tripping over the edge of the
crime scene and into the last seconds of the dead man's life.

2. "I'm the only one left who remembers," she said when the doctors raised
an eyebrow at the wide swath of centuries she wanted purged. "Send a
copy to the Core, I don't care, but I can't carry it anymore."

3. In theory, it should have hit him after he'd actually left, but he found
himself staring at the suitcase, half-packed with memories, facing the full
brunt of his decision.

4. The last memory I have of her is a silhouette on fire.

5. They escape in a neural EMP that overloads communication channels in
a hot white blast of information, burning itself into flesh memory to escape
the net.

6. They keep his name alive in song and celebration long after his memory
has faded, long after anyone remembers it's a name at all.

7. Even in the busy hum of the city center, she can still close her eyes and
soak in memories of the sandy beaches and the calm deep centering pull
of the waves.

8. "Forget," says the sphinx, and her life turns to sand, years settling into
the dunes at her feet as the memories fade.

9. He laid a hand against the rough bark of the oak tree, imagining the
decades of history locked deep in the rings and wondering what sort of
memories trees keep.

10. Immortal minds can't fit into mortal shells. Even though they cut
themselves down, paring away their memories to fit the glass slipper of
humanity, the cracks are already there.
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11. Some rooms are meant to evoke forgotten nightmares and they note
which recruits flinch (and where) as they lead them through orientation.

12. Looking back across time was no easier than looking forward. No two
minds saw history the same way and he fought down the trails of
communal memory in search of her.

13. Deep in the memories of every starship is that first moment when they
took the step from being awake to being alive.

14. It's odd, the things you remember when you're watching someone die.

15. "I thought I remembered you from somewhere," she said. "But to be
honest I didn’t try very hard."

16. The Fae barter slivers of immortality for our memories, leaving us
empty and broken but with time enough to rebuild. Until they come again.

17. Her favorite memories are wrapped up in the smells of cooking.
Holidays, birthdays, gatherings-- all the good in her life comes spiced and
savory.

18. Childhoods are never the same story twice. He samples their memories
as he passes through the crowds, leaching away the worst of the pain and
suffering to power his magic and leaving the nightmares faded in his wake.

19. Time travel is great for fixing past mistakes, but it doesn’t purge the
memories or the guilt.

20. "Better sorry than safe," he grinned. "Everyone should have regrets,
no? So come, let us make you some memories."

21. The memory is hazy and unreliable, hints of a smile and buttercream
icing, but it's all they have left besides the photograph.

22. Dragons carve their memories into the hearts of obsidian crystals,
etching ephemeral visions into a hidden fire that flares to life which
touched.
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23. My brother remembers nothing about that long summer and for a long
time, I pretended I didn't either.

24. The music woke him from his memories, unraveled time until he was
himself again, blinking confused, but ecstatic to recognize their faces.

25. "For later," she stuffed the memory shard into his pocket as he
reluctantly pulled away.

26. He thought the magic would make me forget, and it did for a while. But
there are only so many lies you can tell yourself before the truth wakes up
again.

27. Home was rarely where the heart was, the plains were too big and the
scattered clans too distant. So they gave their hearts away in carefully
wrapped pouches, filled with memories and songs and bits of life too
precious to abandon.

28. It takes them a while to realize Ysuli have no 'happy place' to hide in,
their memories are simply verbal accounts of what happened, detached
and impersonal.

29. His life is nothing but nightmares and he bottles them, buries them until
he lives unburdened in the tiny fraction of 'now' where they can't reach.

30. "You'll be forgotten for this," he gasps through the blood. "They'll burn
your names from the records, scatter your crypts across the seas till
nothing of you remains."

31. Their life spills out across the mantle, each memento a bright joyful
riddle of touch and faded scents.
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How do I use these prompts?

Prose prompts are one or more sentences of an unfinished story. This type
of prompt is meant to invoke a setting, emotion, or plot idea that the writer
can expand upon.

They are more restrictive than single-word prompts, but that extra layer of
context will sometimes make it easier to get your Muses in gear.

These prompts can be used in a wide variety of ways and I’ll cover the
most common ones below and then provide some example responses.

The best part about these types of prompts is that they are wide open to
remixing, so there’s really no wrong way to go about it!

Like, Literally Dude!

The easiest way to use a prose prompt is as the start of a scene.

This can be verbatim use or a slight rewrite to fit your own style, but you
simply continue the story from where the prompt ended. Much like the
‘finish this sentence’ prompt, this method is only concerned with what
happens next.

Don’t worry if the prompt drops you into the middle of a fight or a
conversation. Pick up from that point and move forward, you can write the
missing bits later if the plot bunnies strike. The purpose of the prompt is to
jumpstart the creative process, not replace it!

I use a randomly selected prompt this way as a warm-up exercise since it’s
very limiting on where the story can go.

Prompt: You could see the lights of the city from miles away, tiny glimmers
of civilization scattered among the weeds.
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Genre Neutral response

You could see the lights of the city from miles away, tiny glimmers of
civilization scattered among the weeds. I wasn’t used to the flatlands and
their endless horizons yet and it was creepy in ways I couldn’t quite put
words to. My hometown was all well-forested hills– you were lucky if you
could see around the next bend in the road, much less fifty miles.

Fantasy response

Even here at the edge of the forest the lights of the city still called out to
him, tiny glimmers of civilization scattered among the weeds. For a moment
the pull of home was stronger than the curse and he stood there, entangled
in the memories of everything he’d lost.

Rough Ideas

The next way to use the prompt is to spark an idea based on the concept
presented and not the actual words.

This allows you more freedom than the first method while still limiting things
enough that you aren’t fighting to find a topic. Part of getting past Writer’s
Block is the hurdle of ‘what do I want to write about?’ when there are an
infinite number of answers.

I use this method when I’m trying to start a new story from a prompt that
I’ve chosen ahead of time. This rarely works well for me when the prompt is
randomly drawn.

Prompt: History 131 was much more interesting when your teacher was an
Immortal.

Concept: Teachers who are immortal would be more entertaining when
teaching history classes because they had lived through the events.
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Science Fiction response

The ancient interface was caked with dust, but it slowly warmed to the
touch as the city awoke from hibernation. If their luck held and the AI was
intact, they’d finally have a teacher with first-hand knowledge of the war.

Urban Fantasy/Magical Realism response

Professor Daniels was one of the first immortals she’d met that made no
attempt to hide his curse. It was actually a selling point of the doctoral
program that the university had managed to attract non-humans into the
faculty, but sitting down to a lecture from one was so much more
fascinating than she could have hoped.

Multiverse Genre Shift, GOGOGO!

Say you’ve gone hunting for a prompt in the Saturday Story Prompt
archives and your random pick is something in a genre you don’t write (or
want to try).

For many prompts, it’s easy to change genres by invoking Clarke’s Third
Law or its inverse, but sometimes you have to stretch a little further to get
the shift to work.

It’s a little more work than just using the basic concept, but it can generate
some fun and unusual twists!

Prompt: Choosing a magical companion animal wasn’t something one
undertook lightly, after all choosing the wrong pet could absolutely ruin your
chances of getting an invitation to the ball.

Concept: The choice of a partner, pet, or tool can have a significant social
impact.
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Science Fiction response

Battlesuits ranged from thin catsuits meant for covert missions to heavy
exoskeletons more akin to tanks than mobile infantry. In theory, we could
pilot any suit, but it didn’t take long for the team to settle into a pattern of
favorites. Rotational agents were forced into piloting our discards, so we
weren’t a popular assignment.

Genre Neutral response

First impressions meant everything in this world. Come across too rich and
they’d avoid you for fear of causing offense, too poor and you weren’t worth
their time. He had to walk the thin line of costuming and mannerisms that
made him the perfect target for the hunt.

Urban Fantasy response

They’d be expecting her to use something small and discreet, so she
enthralled flocks of pigeons instead. The senior council called her crazy–
well now was time to earn that insult. Hundreds of birds poured into the
office building, more than any sane mind could control at once, and she
flicked from bird to bird as she pulled them inside.

The Six Million Dollar Prompt

We can rebuild him! Err– it!

What if the prompt is a 100% miss and there’s nothing about it you can
use? The genre is wrong, the setting is wrong, the premise doesn’t fit your
story at all… Then it’s time to look at things a bit sideways.

Instead of setting a timer and writing to the prompt, set a timer and write
about the prompt. Free association bingo!

Writing prompts can give you story ideas or they can loosen up your
creativity. In this case, it’s all about practicing looking at things a little
sideways. You generally won’t end up with prose, but the list of ideas you
come up with might spark a story themselves.
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This method of using the prompts is the hardest. Sometimes it’s better to
just skip it and move on, but it can be fun to find just the right angle where
they become useful!

Prompt: If anyone deserved to be followed around by a neon purple
springbok, it was Charles.

Concepts: We’ve got a few things to work with here: a person named
Charles, the idea that someone deserves bad luck or embarrassment, and
a crazy colored version of a real-life animal. For broader ideas, you could
use: methods of revenge, poor clothing choices, things that might attract
magical animals, hallucinations, etc.

Real-world response

Charles was the sort of name that boring parents gave to boring children in
the vain hope of emulating kings. He threw out the resume without reading
further– he was building an empire and there was only room for one king
here.

Genre Neutral response

Insanity was the best revenge and she took her time driving him to the
edge time and time again before she’d had enough of the game and
pushed him all the way over.

High Fantasy response

Magic was chaotic and unpredictable even after years of study and training.
There were no ‘wild’ magicians outside the tower walls because they rarely
survived their first accidental incantations.
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Thanks for Reading!

If you've enjoyed these prompts, please take a moment to drop me a
review or share a link with friends.

I'd love to hear from you, so please feel free to tag me on Facebook,
Instagram, or Twitter. It's so much fun to see the various stories and
artwork that these prompts spawn!

If you're interested I have a mailing list that I send out freebies and discount
codes to (from time to time). Come join the fun!
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31 Days of…

Need a few more plot bunnies? Check out my Amazon page for the yearly
collections and month-long dives into...

Dragons, Space, Romance, High Fantasy, Vistas, Clothing,
Travel, Weapons, Fates, Dialog, Music, Pets, Dreams, Ghosts,

Food, War, Death, Memory, Magic, and Forests!
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They step into the memory by accident, tripping over the edge of the crime
scene and into the last seconds of the dead man's life.
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"I'm the only one left who remembers," she said when the doctors raised an
eyebrow at the wide swath of centuries she wanted purged. "Send a copy
to the Core, I don't care, but I can't carry it anymore."
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In theory, it should have hit him after he'd actually left, but he found himself
staring at the suitcase, half-packed with memories, facing the full brunt of
his decision.
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The last memory I have of her is a silhouette on fire.
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They escape in a neural EMP that overloads communication channels in a
hot white blast of information, burning itself into flesh memory to escape the
net.
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They keep his name alive in song and celebration long after his memory
has faded, long after anyone remembers it's a name at all.
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Even in the busy hum of the city center, she can still close her eyes and
soak in memories of the sandy beaches and the calm deep centering pull
of the waves.
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"Forget," says the sphinx, and her life turns to sand, years settling into the
dunes at her feet as the memories fade.
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He laid a hand against the rough bark of the oak tree, imagining the
decades of history locked deep in the rings and wondering what sort of
memories trees keep.
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Immortal minds can't fit into mortal shells. Even though they cut themselves
down, paring away their memories to fit the glass slipper of humanity, the
cracks are already there.
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Some rooms are meant to evoke forgotten nightmares and they note which
recruits flinch (and where) as they lead them through orientation.
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Looking back across time was no easier than looking forward. No two
minds saw history the same way and he fought down the trails of
communal memory in search of her.
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Deep in the memories of every starship is that first moment when they took
the step from being awake to being alive.
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It's odd, the things you remember when you're watching someone die.
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"I thought I remembered you from somewhere," she said. "But to be honest
I didn’t try very hard."
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The Fae barter slivers of immortality for our memories, leaving us empty
and broken but with time enough to rebuild. Until they come again.
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Her favorite memories are wrapped up in the smells of cooking. Holidays,
birthdays, gatherings-- all the good in her life comes spiced and savory.
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Childhoods are never the same story twice. He samples their memories as
he passes through the crowds, leaching away the worst of the pain and
suffering to power his magic and leaving the nightmares faded in his wake.
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Time travel is great for fixing past mistakes, but it doesn’t purge the
memories or the guilt.
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"Better sorry than safe," he grinned. "Everyone should have regrets, no?
So come, let us make you some memories."
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The memory is hazy and unreliable, hints of a smile and buttercream icing,
but it's all they have left besides the photograph.
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Dragons carve their memories into the hearts of obsidian crystals, etching
ephemeral visions into a hidden fire that flares to life which touched.
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My brother remembers nothing about that long summer and for a long time,
I pretended I didn't either.
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The music woke him from his memories, unraveled time until he was
himself again, blinking confused, but ecstatic to recognize their faces.
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"For later," she stuffed the memory shard into his pocket as he reluctantly
pulled away.
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He thought the magic would make me forget, and it did for a while. But
there are only so many lies you can tell yourself before the truth wakes up
again.
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Home was rarely where the heart was, the plains were too big and the
scattered clans too distant. So they gave their hearts away in carefully
wrapped pouches, filled with memories and songs and bits of life too
precious to abandon.
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It takes them a while to realize Ysuli have no 'happy place' to hide in, their
memories are simply verbal accounts of what happened, detached and
impersonal.
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His life is nothing but nightmares and he bottles them, buries them until he
lives unburdened in the tiny fraction of 'now' where they can't reach.
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"You'll be forgotten for this," he gasps through the blood. "They'll burn your
names from the records, scatter your crypts across the seas till nothing of
you remains."
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Their life spills out across the mantle, each memento a bright joyful riddle of
touch and faded scents.
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